TENDER DRAWINGS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPURPOSE SYNTHETIC PITCHES
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Acrylic Synthetic Pitch Flooring
Section A-A

1) PANEL RIB FENCING ON EXISTING BLOCKWALL

- Existing Blockwall
- R6 - 150 Links
- 4Y12

Section B-B

2) PANEL RIB FENCING ON NEW BLOCKWALL

- New Blockwall
- Y10@150
- Bothways
- 50 mm Cover
- 75 mm Kicker
- 50 mm Blinding Layer
- Ground Level
- Hollow concrete Block 200 mm Thick
- Hollow concrete Block 150 mm Thick
- Hardcore Layer
- Construction Joint
- Mesh A142
- Ground Floor Level
- 4 Nos. Y10 STR R6 at 200 mm
- STR R8 at 200 mm
- 100 mm Slab
- Terrace Floor Level
- 100 mm Slab
- R8 at 200 mm

T10 - 150 C.C
BOTHWAYS
300
75
Depth to be checked on site
600
Ground Floor Lev.

Section Across Columns

- R6 - 150 Links
- Y12
- 4Y12
- R6 - 150 Links
- 4Y12
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National Youth Council
Block A, MITD Complex
Ebene, Reduit
Telephone: (230) 467 6277
Fax: (230) 466 4105

Mezzanine, Citadelle Mall,
Corner Louis Pasteur & Sir Virgil Naz Streets,
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1) ABSORPTION DRAIN DETAILS

- Topsoil 200 mm
- Geotextile or Filter Cloth
- Graded Stone Materials
- Ground Surface

2) NEW TARMAC DETAILS

- Compacted Spalls 0/200 mm
- Concrete
- Asphalt 0/10 mm
- Compacted Crusher Run 0/20 mm
- Compacted Spalls 0/200 mm

(Distance L Varies)